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The Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO) is a joint German-Brazilian 
project launched in 2009 and funded by MCTI, BMBF and the Max-
Planck Society. 
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• add. 6 container-labs
• base camp
• field site with several plots
The ATTO site is located at the center of the world’s largest continuous 
tropical forest in Brazil, 150 km north of Manaus. 
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ATTO allows the observation of geo-/bio-/atmosphere interactions and 
their impact on climate, atmospheric chemistry, aerosols and clouds, 
and greenhouse gases in near-pristine conditions.
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1. Challenge: Highly diverse data over several scales e.g.:  
• micrometeorological data
• greenhouse gas measurements 
• remote sensing data 
• soil & water samples …
Soil
The ATTO research consortium consists of 9 research institutes from 
Brasil, 9 research institutes from Germany & is financed by 6 funding 
agencies, ESPR, DLR & Max Planck Society. 
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2. Challenge: To respond to the interests of a wide range of
institutions and funders and to take into account a wide variety
of mentalities.
Data management => efficient data & information exchange within the
research unit and with external scientific community.
http://mariovalle.name/sdm/scientific-data-management.html
BMBF (Federal Ministry of Education and Research) demands to deposit
the project‘s research data in a data archive for …
… longterm data archiving
… documentation
… se ond ry analyses
… reuse
… the accessibility for scientific community by request
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8BEXIS 2: Efficient research data management system for the ATTO 
project.
http://bexis2.uni-jena.de/bexis2-software/features/
Free & open source software Modularity
Accessible for all project members Advanced end user features
Flexibility of
Metadata
Close collaboration
with developer
Flexibility of metadata
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Requirements for the ATTO Metadata:
• Should follow FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management 
and stewardship. (Wilkinson et al., https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata201618)
• Should be able to describe data sets of all “scientific ATTO niches” in 
a meaningful way.
• Should meet the mandatory metadata requirements of DataCite/Max 
Planck Digital Library (MPDL). -> easy publishing process
 …Findable – good metadata, data are indexed
 …Accessible – data are retrievable & metadata are always accesible
 …Interoperable – have common metadata standards
 …Re-usable – richly described, follows community standards & with data usage
license
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XSD schema of metadata allows an easy definition of an project-
related metadata structure.  
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Approx. 80 metadata variables are requested as predefined 
form with autocomplete function, dropdown menus and free-
text fields. 
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Dataset Level Metadata
Dataset
General infos on dataset incl. For
publication
Data Creators
Owner & contributors
Data 
Methods, location, resolution, …
Data Quality 
Plot Info
Software
Environmental Level Metadata
Spatial Coverage
Geo Locations
Lat, long, Coordinate reference system, 
…
Published In
Special Remarks
Project
Project Title
Funders
Approx. 80 metadata variables are requested as predefined 
form with autocomplete function, dropdown menus and free-
text fields. 
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Further adaptions of BEXIS 2
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The ATTO Data Portal is accessible via www.attodata.org. 
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Free access to metadata for external researchers without 
registration. 
Only Metadata and data structure are
accesible. 
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Registration is recommended for all ATTO consortium members 
& Data Policy has to be accepted by each registered user.
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“Information”: general information about the data portal and 
the field site as download and access to the ATTO Calendar.
• Data Policy
• How To‘s for using the portal
• Assign Rights
• Data Publication
• Open Access
• ….
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• Maps
• Travel infos
• Camp rules
• Safety Regulations
• ….
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“Information”: general information about the data portal and 
the field site as download and access to the ATTO Calendar.
• Contact list
• …
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“Information”: general information about the data portal and 
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“Information”: general information about the data portal and 
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Data: www.attodata.org
News: www.attoproject.org
Contact: attodbm@bgc-jena.mpg.de
Twitter: @ATTOresearch
Instagram: attoresearch
